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Task 3: Training activity on the PBL methodology
Taking into account, the comments received by AAU, Think UP then finalized the first draft of the IO2 which
composed the basis of a training activity on the PBL methodology. The training activity, which was addressed
to all of the participants of the ENGINITE consortium, took place on March 13 th-15th 2018 an was hosted on
the Think UP premises.
What follows in this task is an overview of the training activity of the PBL methodology.
1.0 Getting started
About this section
In this first part of the process:
● We start to explore the problem space.
● Participants set goals for themselves
● The group starts to realize its shared interest in the topic
Techniques demonstrated:
● Focal person interviews
● Using action learning templates to identify starting points
● Helping learners choose sufficiently difficult, or ‘stretching’ problems
Key topics that are surfaced:
● Does the problem-based learning facilitator need to have a thorough understanding of the
topic before learning process gets started?
● Whose responsibility is student motivation?
Overview of the activity
1. Introduction to the day
2. Interviews about reflective working using a focal person
3. Finding your area of personal stretch
4. Reflections so far

1.1 Søren’s introduction to the training programme
PBL is about Learning by doing. You can’t learn about PBL simply by listening. You have to get up and do
something. What level of PBL we are going to reach in this ENGINITE context we don’t know yet – and we
are not supposed to know. The project shall serve as our way of finding that out – by doing a lot of things
together. One important notion I bring along to the project is that I mustn’t let myself be guided by Aalborg
norms. At the University of Aalborg, PBL is mainstream, what everybody does, one way or another. At your
universities things are different.
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“Using Schön terminology, ‘Follow Me’ shall dominate our training work in the beginning: We, Oliver and I,
shall be PBL watchdogs, taking care that we stay close to PBL principles. We have a fairly detailed plan for
the early phases of the course, Course activities will make content emerge. You will do reflections on that
content thereby making the content intelligible to you – and to us. This will enable us to gradually move to the
programme’s ‘Joint Experimentation’ phase.

“Before coming here we gave you some reflective tasks and you provided us with many responses. This has
taught us about what reality is for you. We will begin this programme by:
● conducting a series of reflective interviews with each of you
● asking you to identify a list of problem areas that we should initially focus on.
● For each problem area we will identify a focal person who can speak about that problem.”

1.2 Interviews about reflective working using a focal person

Technique: Focal person interviews
In traditional teacher- and content-centered pedagogy the teacher prepares his teaching programme
(lecture or exercises) based on non-validated assumptions about students’, i.e. learners’, specific
pre-knowledge or learning-related concerns (“What’s in it for us?”). The focal person interviews,
from which brief excerpts are quoted below, serve as trainers’ means of getting learner-pertinent
reflection material on which to build the ensuing training activities. The excerpts have been selected
with a view to exemplify how the interviewer not only draws information from his interviewees. In
his role as the project’s authorized expert on PBL methodology he also, at times, challenges their
expressed viewpoints thereby inviting interviewees into shared reflection.
Focal interviews
Søren is the interviewer. Five of the participants take it in turns to be interviewed.
Focal person: Andri

●
●

Andri’s reflective work was around using problem-based learning techniques to help her colleague,
Yannis, learn how to submit grant applications in a university setting.
Andri expresses a common view in the group that she cannot use PBL unless she knows the learning
content inside-out.

Søren: What happened when you got the instructions?
Andri: I tried to think. What to write? - how to reply? I am not teaching at the moment. I had to think what
do I do now in my work, which can be done in a PBL way. I trained Yannis [her colleague] as my project.
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Søren: What is on your mind now, did your activities and experiences make you wiser about “what is PBL?”
Did you learn something beyond the field of grant writing?
Andri: I am not sure. I was mostly concerned with trying to reflect on my experiences in this particular setting.
When using PBL in the classroom I do it by giving students authentic problems to deal with.
Søren (To Yannis): Did you feel that something was different in Andri’s approach?
Yianis: This was like we worked on a shared problem. We collaborated in finding a better way to do grant
writing. I felt Andri didn’t provide me directly with any answers. She didn’t say do this, or in this way. But she
was very sincere. What she sometimes did was to share some tips when I was feeling stuck, at dead-ends.
She gave examples of what had worked for her earlier on. This kind of scaffolding was successful for me.
Andri: We finished the proposal!
Søren: Pupils sometimes feel deceived when teachers don’t give answers. Did you feel deceived.
Yianis: No, grant writing is a complicated task. Clear answers are not necessarily there. Andri was sincere and
didn’t leave me when I was in doubt.
Søren; Do you need subject matter knowledge to do PBL?
Andri: When I use PBL in the classroom, I usually know in advance about the topic. In this case I actually
learnt, i.e. gained new knowledge from the process.
Focal person: Panos

●
●
●
●

●

Panos and Andreas are reflecting on their experiences of asking students to make contact with
engineering firms in order to find real problems to solve.
Panos reports that students got angry when they felt the teachers weren’t properly prepared.
Panos gives voice to the viewpoint that students expect and require teachers to know everything about
a topic.
Søren challenges by asserting that responsibility must be put back on the students. In his own teaching
practice he may tell students that “if you don’t want actively to learn, then you don’t motivate me to
teach. But if you do make efforts to learn, then I will do everything I can to help you”.
Facilitation tactic: When Søren finds himself in teaching context he knows nothing about he has to base
his facilitation efforts on the students’ or learners’ conceptions around the topic: “Tell me what you know
or think about the topic in question – that’ll be the starting point of our joint learning efforts.”

Søren: Which among your experiences might be most useful for the group?
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Panos: I’ll share my experience of teaching technicians. Both I and Andreas tried to find an alternative way
to teach. Find a new way to motivate students. Not to use the traditional lectures. We went to the class, we
introduced them to the course content. We then asked them to find a problem in a company and bring it
back to the classroom so that they could work on it there. They went to oil companies. Initially they were
excited, but it didn’t take long before they started asking lots of questions: “Who shall I call? - Which
company? - What should I ask? - What is the content of this course? I was bombarded.
I didn’t answer their question directly. I offered them tips as my means for calming them down. They became
an angry class. They were very confused. This course was different from their other courses. They were used
to having lectures, teacher telling them what they had to do, what is the assessment, how do we succeed in
the assessment? Because what we gave them was different they were very confused. And the students were
assuming that I didn’t know anything, and they thought I hadn’t prepared properly for the course.
My conclusion: My problem is how to start a PBL course? - How can I motivate them? How can I introduce
them to the mindset change needed for moving from a traditional way into a PBL way? How can I make them
to understand and believe that this will in the end give them positive learning results?
Søren: This is a real problem. Your students had been out on their own, they had gathered information that
that was to be used as teaching content, but you had no knowledge about that content. I have been in that
kind of situation, where I know nothing about the course content. But then I have to ask them – just like I
now ask you what happened during your PBL experiments before coming here. I have to find ways of making
them tell me at least something about the stuff that they know about, and I don’t know about.
I have also been doing courses where students, just like your students, offered themselves as professional
helpers in companies. If handled properly it can be made into a win-win for both parties, students as well as
companies. Companies get free labor. Students can draw unique learning from working with authentic
problems. But in order to handle the mutual contact- and contract-making students need to prepare
themselves well. With the help of teacher-as-facilitator they have to draw realistic pictures of themselves as
would-be professionals: ”I am this kind of person, a uni undergraduate, I know about these sorts of things.”
After having thus presented themselves to the company, they then ask: “Now where and how do you see
possibilities for carving out some problem or task where I can make myself useful?”
As a teacher in these kinds of circumstances you’ll deal with a lot of stuff that you don’t know anything about:
student stuff, company stuff. It is my assertion that such knowledge isn’t needed as a pre-requisite for getting
the learning process started. The message you have to get across to the students is that “even without
knowing anything about the topics we’re talking about, I can still facilitate processes – insofar as you allow
me to do so.”
Panos: In order to have a successful PBL training, the trainees should be motivated. It has to come from the
students. But what if they aren’t motivated?
Søren: This is really important. And you as teachers have to find ways of selling the idea to the students.
Selling the idea that significant learning is about having fun finding something out. For me, selling the idea is
not so difficult, because, PBL-like teaching is what I’ve been doing for most of my career. That makes me
sound convincing. Yet, my way of selling the idea to students may sometimes, depending on circumstances,
be very direct and may sound quite brutal. “If you don’t put in a lot of efforts, and thereby show me that
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what we do together is important for you, then you don’t motivate me to work with you, Then I feel like
searching for other collaboration partners who are prepared to invest in their learning. I know I can assist
people in gaining important learning if they want to work with me, but they have to work hard. All such
selling tactics must of course be used with due respect for the learners’ specific circumstances and also for
the institutional context. But I do see it as the duty of a teacher to, always, strive for the highest possible
degree of passionate engagement from his or her students.
Focal person: Stelios

●
●
●
●

Stelios is teaching first-year engineers introductory mechanics. His problem-based learning experiment
is to ask the students to create their own book of problems to solve.
Stelios feels confident about his ability to apply problem-based learning methods and so is willing to push
himself to try something new.
Stelios illustrates a useful problem-based learning technique to help students formulate their own
assessment criteria
Key point in this discussion: some of the best and most enjoyable teaching happens you are doing
something new.

Stelios: I had a few things on my mind. I’ve used PBL a lot. I was coming up with really great problems, and I
had a lot of energy and I transferred this energy to the class. This was easy with design classes. Harder with
a first-year mechanics class with a mid-term test. Taking this as my challenge, I got them to form their own
questions. Their learning should be guided by a book of questions they had, themselves, created. It didn’t
work for everybody. Some of them just handed in a blank piece of paper. That made realize they need some
teaching about professionalism.
Søren: I became impressed by the way you said you would try out something new. Telling about it, you
became really excited. Trying something new is exciting. In a master’s programme I some years ago designed
for organizational practitioners (managers and consultants), the best iteration was the first year because
many things didn’t yet work the way they should. Lots of collaboration had to be done between students,
teaching staff and administrators. We all had to stretch ourselves a lot. But since we also trusted each other’s’
good will and basic competences the whole endeavor created a lot of learning for all parties.
Stelios: For me it was important to meet my students without knowing their learning needs beforehand, and
without knowing if their learning needs could actually be met. After all, University is still a place where you
may get credit for making an effort, even if that effort may not be entirely successful. In industry, results are
all that count, you get zero for effort.
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Focal person: Christina

●
●
●
●

Christina is one of the participants who was not working in a teaching context when we asked her to do
her active learning and reflection.
When she contacted Oliver to say she couldn’t experiment with problem-based learning because she
wasn’t teaching, Oliver said that she had a problem on her hands, and that was a good starting point.
Christina took up this challenge, formed an action learning group with her colleagues and learnt a great
deal through the process.
Søren makes the point that Christina’s learning only began when she broke new ground.

Christina: At the beginning I got confused. I read and re-read the instructions. What am I supposed to do?
Then I opened up and admitted to myself I don’t know what to do. So, I asked Oliver and he made some
suggestions.
I got back into the office and I was so excited. I convened a meeting and I asked my colleagues “what are the
biggest problems that you need to deal with?” It turned out to be heavy workload. Then I found a model for
prioritizing among tasks they had to do. I shared with them some knowledge about the model’s functioning
and ways of using it. And now we are applying this model and we are reviewing its effects. It has been a highly
reflective process.
Søren: Your arena was not classroom teaching but office work, but what you describe has a lot of PBL
characteristics. You served as facilitator, you set up an action learning group thereby allowing your
colleagues to experiment actively. In your role as facilitator you yourself needed to break new ground, do
something you’re not used to doing.
Focal person: Nikos

●
●
●
●

●

Nikos is tasked with creating a module on supply chains using problem-based learning.
He hasn’t done any of the reflective pre-work because he doesn’t want to do problem-based learning
unless he fully understands the process and fully understands the technical content.
He also doesn’t believe PBL can be done with large groups.
Søren challenges Nikos about the need to fully understand the topic before teaching it - this exchange is
the beginning of heated exchanges later about how much knowledge teachers need in problem-based
learning.
Søren emphasizes that in problem-based learning knowledge is in the background and process is in the
foreground.
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Nikos: I would like to make a comment about these proceedings. It feels like group psychotherapy. Helping
people to find their own way.
Søren: That may be true. Whatever name we use for it, what learning can you draw from the process?
Nikos: [No immediate response]
Søren: Where might you apply PBL when you feel ready?
Nikos: This semester I have post-grad students. Applying PBL with my undergrad students will be difficult,
they are a very large group. So, I thought I would apply PBL with the post-grads. I didn’t start before coming
here but thought I would begin after having participated in this training programme. Then I could do it the
right way.
Soren: I’ll give you one very practical comment about the number issue: A colleague of mine has made a PBL
programme with 275 students. I can give you details, if you ask. Another more general comment, or piece of
advice concerns the way you as a teacher understand your classroom. I, myself, have a strong professional
identity as organization consultant. That’s probably one important reason for my thinking of classrooms as
organizations. Instead of seeing every individual student as, hopefully, a PBL recipient, I see myself as process
facilitator of an organizational set-up. As such, my job is to make that organization behave in a PBL-supportive
manner. Due to institutional habits, this may not be an easy task. In companies, employees think of
themselves as organization members. In academic institutions, students see themselves as autonomous
individuals. My challenge is to get them to think and act as organization members.
Nikos: (describes what background reading he has done on the module theme, i.e. supply chains]
Søren: you are very interested in knowledge, i.e. the learning content. But your challenge as coming PBL
facilitator is to attune yourself to think about how to bring students into a process where knowledge is in the
background and process is in the foreground. PBL being process-oriented and student-centered implies that
you cannot, before the fact, know exactly what knowledge students will need once their problem-based
inquiry gets on its way.
1.3 Finding your area of personal stretch
Introduction to this part
The first set of focal interviews have surfaced issues participants can see they will face in using problembased learning in the ENGINITE context. In this next section:
● Based on the conversation so far, the participants identify what problem-based learning delivery
challenge they want to focus on.
● Participants are pushed to stretch themselves.
● Participants are then interviewed again on their challenge.
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Technique: structured questions for action learning
The process is structured by asking the participants to answer once again the first four questions from the
action learning worksheets provided in the pre-briefing phase. The questions are:
1. Goal or purpose: What results do I want to accomplish through my PBL project? – What makes it
interesting or worthwhile – and for whom?
2. Social involvement: Who shall be directly engaged as my co-actors? – Will others have to be informed?
3. Actions required: What must I do – and do differently from what I normally do? – When, where and how
shall I do it?
4. Collecting evidence: How may I know if my goal has been accomplished, my pedagogical intentions
fulfilled? (e.g. through observations then and there – or asking questions then and there or later – what
are the success criteria?)
5. Personal-professional challenges: Do I see the project as fairly easy – fairly difficult? – In what way(s)? –
What do I see as the learning to be gained from the project?

Technique: Pushing learners to go further
Make the points:
● Learning isn’t exciting unless it is tackling something new.
● You have to be dealing with a problem in order to move forwards.
Ask the participants to sort the potential problems in the problem space as:
● Definitely impossible to deal with
● Possibly possible to deal with
● Definitely possible to deal with
Encourage participants to set themselves a challenge which is possibly possible to deal with.

Focal interviews
Søren is the interviewer. Four of the participants take it in turns to be interviewed.
Focal person: Stelios
Søren: What have you set as a problem?
Stelios: How do you get students to master systems thinking approach in a very short time. Also, I want to
gain personal learning from the process and feel comfortable in running reflection sessions.
Søren: In which ways is this challenging for you?
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Stelios: It is difficult for me to learn quickly enough. Also, I feel challenged by my own wish that the course I
design shall be stimulating enough. So, I have to think in advance what mix of components shall be in the
course.
Søren: Can you make use of anything that you have learnt today?
Stelios: I like the mix we’ve had today. I gain something when I hear two other people talking to each other.
Søren: Can you make use of that in your teaching?
Stelios: Referring to our earlier discussion, I see it as being possibly possible. Yet I have often found it difficult
simply to listen to people because, inside, I am struggling to stay ahead of them.
Søren: Do you have any ideas about how you can make the students take on this required role as problembased learners
Stelios: Beforehand I think of their background, think of some problems which might interest them. Then,
when they arrive, I ask them to think about what a problem might be they want to solve.
S: Will you ask them to find a problem they shall all solve together, or will you ask everyone to find their own
individual problem. – You might also combine the two approaches. First a shared problem area is located.
Then, within that broad problem, individual sub-problems are defined. In cases like that I sometimes invite a
group of learners to do ‘ministry’ thinking. What ministries do we need to cover the entire field? Who feels
like being minister for this, who has specific talents or ambitions related to other ministries. In that way a
shared focus and individual foci get intermingled – and if you succeed in this division of labor, they’ll be
helped to experience themselves as an organization.
Focal person: Nikos
In this brief exchange Søren and Nikos are delving further into this issue of how much knowledge the
facilitator needs. Nikos will not proceed without knowing everything about the subject.

Søren: What scares you.
Nikos: The only thing that scares me is time.
Søren: One thing about PBL is it’s not enough to know what they should know. PBL is based on the idea that
the knowledge learners gain will emerge as a product of their trying and failing and owning their process
of knowledge acquisition. Everybody is dependent on everybody else and nobody can know for sure what’s
going to happen the next moment. But the good facilitator will pay heed to and draw inspiration from looking
at and listening to that which actually does happen.
Nikos: I will not put in risk the whole procedure without knowing all the parameters beforehand.
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1. 4 Reflections so far
Our reflections at the end of the first day were that:
● Everyone is tired
● Everyone is being too tentative. We need to move from ‘what I might to’ to ‘what I will do’
● We have become a bit stuck in talking about what needs to be done. Time is ripe for getting into some
hands-on design work.
● Participants expressly ask staff (Oliver and Søren) to move from a ‘reflective’ mode into ‘a doing mode’.
They want to get on with designing their modules.
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2.0 Developing initial ideas
About this section
In this third part of the process:
● We set the participants the task of starting to develop their own content
● Early on it becomes clear that they are expecting more guidance.
● We switch mode, give much more structure, but allow the content to come from the participants.
● Through a guided set of interactions, the participants start to take more responsibility for their own
learning
Techniques demonstrated:
● Providing structure rather than knowledge
● Challenge – “You are not setting yourselves a real challenge!”
● Guided plenary
● Mirroring
Key topics that are surfaced:
● Trainers’ frustration and ways of overcoming it
● Dealing with what is, rather than with what was expected or hoped-for
● Students’ motivation and problem-ownership
Overview of the activity
1. Introduction to the day
2. Radical intervention
3. Interviews: guided plenary with appreciative and challenging comments

2.1 Introduction to the day
Søren: Yesterday you spent the day talking about the various challenges you saw for yourselves in designing
and delivering PBL-based learning modules for ENGINITE. Now we want you to get on with doing some design
work. We want you to move from what you might do in your modules to what you will do.
Your task from now on is to start outlining your modules, and at the same time to pay specific attention to
those PBL techniques you want to integrate, and that will demand some stretching of yourselves.
Panos: We can’t do this. We don’t know anything about how to do PBL.
Søren: That means you have a problem. That problem shall be a driver for your learning. We’ll be around.
You may call us if you feel stuck.
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Technique: providing process but not knowledge
At this stage, as facilitators we are operating in ‘Follow me’ mode - we are giving the participants instructions
to get on and do some design work. Within that instructional framework they have freedom to choose what
problem(s) they want to tackle.
The facilitators are providing the structure but not the knowledge. The participants are still waiting for the
knowledge to be provided, and they continue to feel discomfort until they realize that the knowledge will
not be provided for them.
2.2 Radical intervention
Søren and Oliver’s reflective notes
After an hour of independent working we observed that the participants weren’t making any real start on
designing their own modules. We had a dialogue between us, away from the learner group. As facilitators
we are frustrated with this response from the group, but then Søren says you have to deal with what is,
rather than what you hoped might be.
It is clear that the participants are not ready yet to work in such an unstructured way, even though they
believed that was what they wanted. Our reflective notes are presented below to convey the sense of
frustration we felt as facilitators.

We feel like we need to do something radical. We have just set them a task which, according to our process
data, matched their wishes, namely to spend some time on developing their course outlines. And yet, we got
the impression from the group that this wasn’t specific enough. The sorts of questions they ask are about
standard classroom practicalities, e.g. what resources to produce, what content to put online. They are
definitely not searching for ways to challenge themselves PBL-wise.
So, our challenge is that although they say they want to learn in a PBL way, they actually don’t act as if they
do. Their actions show a preference for learning in a classical way. They disown having a problem to work
with. By implication we, in our facilitator hearts feel disinclined to work with them.
Yet we have to find ways of working with them. We have to meet them where they are. We set them a task
and they didn’t tackle it the way we expected. We have to accept their actual behavior as illustrating their
way of dealing with the task we set them. Instead of blaming them, we must ask them to tell us or show us
what they have actually done.
As facilitators we have to deal with what is, rather than what we wanted or expected our trainees to do.
End-of reflection. We called for a plenary meeting
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Søren’s briefing to the participants
We had thoughts of giving up. You told us yesterday and this morning that you want to be trained in doing
PBL but we can’t see you really challenging yourselves, so we thought of just going home, Oliver to his London
desk, Søren to Denmark. But then we realized that we have to deal with what is, rather than what we want
there to be. To start blaming you for doing that which you are actually doing is like giving up facilitation. We
won’t do that. But what then shall we do? As it is, we found no good answer to that question. To get out of
our impasse we decided we need to gather more data about what PBL actually means to you.
So here is our plan: We will now interview all groups in public, one at a time, about their design intentions.
These interviews may help us finding ways of having groups mutually support each other.
2.3 Interviews using guided plenary
Introduction to this part
In this session, three of the teams were invited to be interviewed about their initial ideas for how their PBLbased modules would work. Søren facilitated the session using the ‘guided plenary’ method. Oliver acted as
notetaker. Between interviews, Oliver gave commentary on how the guided plenary technique was being
used.
In these interviews we start to see tensions rising in the group. Yet, also we see some change-of-attitudes
concerning what responsibility individuals need to take for their own learning.
Technique: Guided plenary
Guided plenary is made up of two mutually enriching dialogues. The primary dialogue takes place between
facilitator and one person or learning unit at a time (like in focal interview). During the primary dialogue other
participants are listening. Listeners may be asked to do their listening from a particular attitudinal position,
e.g. ‘appreciative’ or ‘challenging’. Secondary dialogue consists of facilitator interviewing listeners who want
to contribute. During these interviews the focal unit is talked about in the third person; cf. reflective team
methodology.
Technique: Mirroring
In the Guided plenary examples below Søren, the facilitator, often uses mirroring technique, i.e. summing up
what he has heard the interviewee tell him. Mirroring serves to slow down dialogue speed thereby facilitating
a reflective mode. It is an invaluable ingredient in co-constructive work.

Below is an abridged version of the transcript in which Oliver has highlighted key learning points. In our view,
the transcript shows:
● Where the trainees are in their understanding of and confidence in proposing PBL-based teaching.
● How individuals reacted to one-another’s proposals; these reactions were helpful in pointing at future
issues to resolve.
● How the guided plenary works in practice.
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Stelios presents his ideas for his module on systems thinking.
Commentary on interview
● Here we see how Stelios’s module on Systems Thinking is starting to evolve using problem-based learning
methods
● The group is reacting by challenging the way he is introducing the module. The challengers suggest Stelios
should say more about the importance of the topic, but Stelios wants the students to identify for
themselves why the content might be important.
● Again, Søren is strict, and at times openly corrective with group members about process. He wants
people to take professional responsibility for their contributions, e.g. “If it has been said before, don’t
repeat it.”
● Søren uses mirroring as his means, both of identifying and expanding the content areas talked about

Søren: So, what are you proposing?
Stelios: I have considered how my module will get structured. How will it be participant-driven. In the online
course I will be asking them who they are, what they want to achieve: “What do you think this module is all
about? And they’ll send me their responses. That material will help me build a structure that can take them
through a journey.
Søren (controlling method): Look at me and not at the reflective team members. [Søren is reminding Stelios
to keep the discussion as an interview between the two of them].
Søren (after some more explanations from Stelios): You have now told me how you will get the module
started I now will interrupt you and go to the reflective team. From whom do you want comments: from the
Challenger team or the Appreciative team?
Stelios: Challenger team.
Comments from challenger team:
Søren (to the challenger team): I just want each of you to say your reactions. Please don’t comment on each
other’s comments and start a discussion on what is the correct reaction. That makes the setup too
complicated and is not helpful for the focal person.
Yiannis - Why didn’t he start with asking them what problem they want to solve?
Andri: He is starting with a questionnaire, asking people what this course is about. What they want to learn
from the course. I think they might not even fill in this questionnaire. They might have no clue whatsoever
on why they take the course. I think he should start with giving them the problem.
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Panos: I think it would be nice to start with some introductory remarks. Telling the participants why they
should put efforts into the course, what they might gain. And then, after that, ask them to locate a particular
problem.
Søren (after some more comments): Stelios, what did you get out of that?
Stelios: I didn’t get anything out of that. I actually think that by asking them what they want I give them a
‘problem’. They shall become aware of what problem they’re trying to fix by being here. Their answers also
give me a problem to work on: What sort of student-related problem do I have to fix. How can I make this
course as useful as possible to those 15 candidates? Instead of having a fixed programme I have a flexible
programme that I can adapt according to their stated needs.
Most of the comments so far were on the online part of my module. For me that part is simple a means for
data collection and setting the scene.
I am not interested in defining specific content areas at this point. Some may bring an interest in supply
chains, others think of networks. In my course there should be room for all that.‘
Søren (mirroring): As I understand you, you want to keep the situation open: “When I say ‘systems thinking’,
what sort of associations do you have?”
Stelios: Yes, I want to know what the students think. I want to design the course so that we can use the same
basic structure no matter what specific content area students want to pursue.
Søren: There you want to start with a blank slate. That’s what guides your introduction. What were your next
steps?
Stelios: An ice breaker acts as inspiration. Then I bring an example from a natural system. This example is one
I describe for them. Then I turn to them and ask them to think of one particular natural organism – and if
they hesitate, I have some examples up my sleeve. I ask them to consider this particular organism, its habitat
etc., and on that basis make a mind map of the connections and the stakeholders in this system.
Søren: Is this done individually?
Stelios: Yes. This task serves as their first PBL-problem, given by me, the teacher. At the end of the day, we
have a reflection where we ask people how they are getting on with their problems.
Søren (mirroring): I will give my interpretation. For the students, engineering systems are what they want to
learn about. You first take them into the biological realm. Your reasoning is that as human beings they will
definitely have a good deal of knowledge about biological systems. After you’ve made them demonstrate to
themselves that they actually are quite proficient in systems thinking, you’ll then move on to system
processes which are outside the students’ normal human experience.
Stelios nods in assent
Søren: Now it’s time for another intervention from the group. Do you want challenge or appreciation?
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Stelios: Challenge.
Comments from challenger team:
Nikos: He is talking about ecology, not systems
Yiannis: I didn’t hear what the problem is that the students would like to be engaged in.
Andri: It is already day one and still the students haven’t been confronted with an engineering problem to
solve.
Søren: You are starting to repeat the same ideas. If you don’t have any new ideas, then don’t carry on.
Interview continues
Søren (mirroring): I will interpret. They are saying it is not participant-led because the problem you are
presenting is yours.
Stelios: I’ll take inspiration from them. The data gathered the first on-line day help me to select organisms
that are similar to the systems they are interested in.
Søren (mirroring): As I understand you, you want them, first, to understand that they are in fact natural
system thinkers when it comes to organisms. You can do systems thinking without getting stuck in theory.
Then, what comes next?
Stelios: After having done reflection on this short assignment, we will then move on to the big problems. I
will try to phrase those problems in ways that resonate with the online questionnaire data. I will also have
three case problems as a backup.
Søren; Let me, once more try to do a mirroring account of the message you want to convey to the students:
“You are engineers, that’s why you participate in this course. Here you are going to learn about system
thinking. What we’ve just learned is that, in fact, as human beings you already do systems thinking. As we
move on into the course you shall be presented with the theory. But the theory is not what makes you into
systems thinkers. Systems thinkers you already are.”
Stelios: yes.
Søren: you are giving them a starting point and then increasingly letting them take control. In May [at the
session where we train other people in delivering this module], you will have to make other instructors take
on this approach.
But now we need to hear from the appreciate team.
Comments from Appreciative team:
Andreas: I like the way he is reaching out to find out what the students can contribute.
Søren: is there anything that Stelios has said that you could use? - that’s another way to be appreciative.
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Interview continues:
Søren: Stelios, what do you think now.
Stelios: I feel great. I start by asking the students why they are there. This is a contract material. It is setting
the rules.
Søren; they may not have good answers, but that is a good starting point.
Stelios: The course is just for a week. The problems students work on don’t have to be big. They can learn
also from hearing about the co-students’ problems.
Next, Panos presents his ideas for a module on project management in action
Panos: My module will begin with an online section in which we have to introduce the students, engineers
to the course, via videos. in order to motivate them to trigger their creativity.
Søren (mirroring): It is about making them excited?
Panos: Why should they participate in this course? During the videos we would like to explain why they would
need to know about project management in a workplace. As engineers they will definitely work in project
teamss. So, they need to think about how they will manage them.
Søren (mirroring): You are trying to demonstrate that they have a need – whether they know it or not.
Panos: All engineers study project management at university. They are taught in manner that doesn’t make
them understand why they need this knowledge. Our videos shall not only bring success stores, also project
management failures. This online content shall make them more curious, and in general make them realize
the importance of project management.
Søren: Time for comments, do you want appreciative or challenging comments?
Panos: I want challenging comments.
Comments from Challenger team
Søren: Say what you are thinking and leave it like that.
Nikos: I don’t like the title.
Andri: How long will this video section be? needs to be short and the point.
Yiannis: How can this introduction bring about a motivating problem? So that their motivation can be inspired
by the problem, not just videos of success? The participants need a very strong problem related to their
everyday lives.
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Stelios: I find this introduction paternalistic. “This is what you need to know and why.”
Interview resumes:
Søren: What do you think about this? Comment on the comments?
Panos: I like what Yiannis said. I’d now like the video to present a real problem first, and then show how it
could be solved through project management.
Søren; Should the video give them the solution or just sstate the problem?
Panos: Just show them there is a need. I also like the title because I want them to be prepared for hands-on
learning, not new theory. I agree with Stelios that the question “Why do we need this knowledge that I teach”
is a question every old-fashioned instructor asks. But also, it was the first question I asked when I was a
student.
Søren: He also called it ‘paternalistic’. But all training, including what we are doing here has an element of
paternalism. “You, the students, need to know what I think, what I want you to learn and why.”
Panos: “What are the skills I want to achieve through this course?” Such questions are about practical
matters.
Søren: Let’s move on. Where in the programme do the students encounter this hands-on, practical stuff?
Panos: In the face-to-face meetings. Through the first session online questionnaire I will ask the engineers
two types of questions: (1) What are the skills they want to gain from the training?; (2) Which parts of the
project manager’s job are they afraid they can’t handle properly?
Søren: So, you want them to name and describe possible problems. Tell me more about the face-to-face
meeting. And keep it brief: the essence of your thinking.
Panos: I will give them a summary of the questionnaire data just to share the thoughts from the whole group.
And then I will do a group presentation: “Who are we?” I will do the contract negotiation like we did at the
start of this training course: “What do you want to learn? - What do you have to offer? – In which ways may
you sabotage the training?”
Then I’ll make the engineers formulate problems. I will help them adjust their problems to meet the course
content. I will help them improve their problem descriptions and talk to them in plenary about how to tailor
the problem to suit the course. The group shall help individuals work out what is the best problem for them.
Søren: now let’s get some feedback.
P: Appreciative please.
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Comments from Appreciative group:
Christina: bring them from the online to the face to face and summarizing their views to form the learning
community is a great way to start
Stelios: I like the fact that each one brings a problem and then they agree together what would be the most
interesting problem
Søren: I think we should break here.
Time-out conversation
Oliver asks everyone what they are learning from this interview process
Christina: I still have lots of thing I don’t know.
Panos: I still have lots of questions too.
Søren: You want a non-PBL teacher. I am teaching you in a PBL way.
Andreas: PBL is working in Canada in one way, and in Denmark in a different way. We have to find a way
to make it work in the Mediterranean. Our own ENGINITE way.
Søren: you are all creating your own PBL for your content.
The group is starting to realize that they have to come up with a shared way of solving this problem of how
to use problem-based learning in the ENGINITE context.
Interview with Christina and Yianis on their module on innovation and entrepreneurial skills.
This pair of interviewees have a clear vision of how they want to deliver their module using problem-based
learning. They are keen to adopt these problem-based techniques even though they don’t know how they
will work out, and they accept that risk. Others listening to their proposals are not as confident as they are.

Yiannis: Our learning goals are to promote young engineers’ creativity, innovative skills, leadership, analytical
skills, working in a group.
Søren (mirroring): It is about perennial themes and qualities.
Yiannis; at the same time, we want to start this course with an open-ended problem. It will be an industry
problem given to them. A case.
Christina: We will give them the problem at the online session. The problem will be for them to create a new
product on the basis of basic data, market analysis
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Søren (mirroring): So, it’s a fictional case? There is this company, here is some data. As you move along new
dimensions get introduced.
Yiannis: This video will also present a person to them, someone who can inspire them.
Søren: I guess we talk about a person who can make them excited and also challenge them at the same time.
This particular case then has to be translated to other places and set-ups. I guess you have a specific kind of
figure in mind.
Christina: After we have done these online sessions we will do ice breakers and everyone can do profiles of
themselves. For the rest we have broken down the process they will follow.
Søren (mirroring): I understand they shall work in teams by themselves and you will follow them, and
plenaries will be added at specific points.
Christina: We have a structured process for following them.
Søren (mirroring): So little by little you bring in this dimension and that dimension. Generally speaking I get
the impression you plan it like a very open process, are you feeling good about that?
Yiannis: It is challenging a bit. One stretching point for us is that we shall keep track of different groups,
different dynamics, collaborations. Each team will have its own specific innovation plan and product. But as
I see it, this is what PBL is all about. Pay attention to students’ needs as they arise and work with it.
Christina: I feel very good about this process because this will be PBL for me, and I see these aspects as being
special for the professional training we are promoting as opposed to a more academic teaching tradition.
Søren: And now I’ll say something to stretch you even further. Your problem is not only if you, yourselves,
can make it work. You also have to train everyone else in how to do it.
Comments from Appreciative team:
Panos - I like the way this works, dealing with a real situation
Andri - I like the case study that is given to the students.
Søren (mirroring): This is all that is needed for the PBL process. Content is given by the problem, and with
that settled you just have to stick to the rules that you have made.
Nikos: They [Christina and Yannis] are good students
Søren (mirroring): They are making it sufficiently difficult for themselves. Which is good.
Comments from the Challenger team:
Nikos: The problem should be given at a later stage, during face-to-face
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Panos: They only give students one case study, I find it better to give different case studies.
Nikos: They should try to give students a problem about how to integrate a specific material into a final
product.
Andreas: We have students and organizations coming from different countries. We should focus on bigger
challenges than just local ones.
Interview resumes:
Søren: What do you think?
Yiannis: Our problem case is not about something that has been done. We don’t ask them to repeat what
others have done. We ask them search for new innovative ideas.
Søren: On the one hand you choose a real company that they can relate to. But the problem invented is one
you’ve figured out.
Yiannis: We would like to use the video to motivate them. We don’t have to stay with the real-life company.
We want to recruit engineers who are young and innovative. Their task is to come up with an innovative plan.
The problem we give them must be one they can relate to base on their life experiences.
Søren: When we meet in May, you have to present module programs which are no longer for discussion,
they are for implementation. You have to find out how to present your design in such a way that others will
accept it.
Yiannis: We estimate that some groups may not come up with a truly innovative idea. In that respect, they
may fail. But it’s ok. We shall accept failures as well as successes and we will do comments on all completed
plans. What matters for us is their journey. The learning items we want them to achieve is critical thinking,
creative thinking, leadership, etc. These are our goals.
Søren: That’s the way Oliver and I were thinking when designing this as a PBL course. There may be failures,
because we can’t guarantee that we will be successful. But we go ahead anyway.
Yiannis: They have some info online they can follow. They discuss their ideas in groups. They then swap their
idea with each other, so they have to grapple with someone else’s ideas. And finally, they have to present
their ideas to industrial leaders.
Christina: It will definitely be a learning session for us because we can’t be certain of the results.
Søren: What if the students say, why don’t you give us a template.
Christina: But we will tell them they can’t have it.
Comments from Challenger team:
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Andri: The task is too complicated for the students. They won’t do it.
Nikos: One of the first things I have learnt as a teacher is that teaching is not a place for experiments. The
teacher must have a clear vision, otherwise he will fail.
Panos: As I see it, they are clear on their goals. But they didn’t make me understand how they were going to
achieve their goals. A more structured, solid way is needed.
Andri: I think their design would be nice structure for a 13-week course.
Andreas (being appreciative): Active entrepreneurship is very important in this course. In that way it is very
much in line with ENGINITE thinking.
Interview continues:
Søren - what do you both think about what you heard?
Christina: ENGINITE is ambitious, PBL is disruptive, and this is why we decided to take this approach to
learning.
Søren (mirroring): You’ve set the students a good challenge, and that makes your ENGINITE colleagues say
the students can’t do it. Another way of putting it could be that your students will have to learn a lot.
Yiannis: We’ve heard they find it unstructured, we hear that.
Søren: So, you might try to foresee what the challenges might be for the students. And on that basis, you try
to create a platform that may help them think about themselves in a structured way.
Yiannis: Teams shall start by making a first draft, and then they go visit other teams, what are they doing?
They then revisit their own ideas and evolve them. Then we bring industry in, they provide some feedback,
the students then update their work. They change it once more. Many steps are involved.
Søren (te reflective team): Let’s just have some general comments. What did you hear?
Nikos: All of us in this learning community are highly motivated. We have to keep in mind our students’
motivation may be less than ours. Therefore, we must always put energy into keeping them highly motivated.
Andreas: Before I said their design was too ambitions. But in reality, in industry we always have short
deadlines.
Stelios: I have delivered one and the same course in 2 days and in 13 weeks - and ended up with the same
results. The focus must be on process, not on specific results.
Nikos: Some real situations take years to solve, you can’t do it in a week
Søren; Yes, but we are here dealing with learning problems, not real problems.
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Yiannis: This course is not about product design, we are not interested in products, we are interested in
process skills. This process will help them take a taste of such skills.
Søren: So, you have to describe your design in a way so that a chemical engineer won’t think it works like
chemistry.
Yiannis: As a learner, I, myself, like to work in an uncontrolled environment. I disagree with Nikos.
Søren: Disagreeing with Nikos is ok. But one problem you have to face, is that our project can only succeed
if you succeed in stretching Nikos so that he accepts your design. Right now, Nikos doesn’t feel like being
stretched by your design ideas.
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3.0 - Working with common challenges
About this section
In this fourth part of the process:
● We have heard a series of common challenges emerge in the previous session
● Participants identify common challenges that they must overcome.
● They form working groups to tackle each problem
● They share their findings with each other
● They start to establish their own design principles - these come from them, not from the facilitators
Techniques demonstrated:
● Group-sourcing common problems and co-developing solutions
● Guided plenary with subject matter expert
Key topics that are surfaced:
● How to use an online platform to facilitate PBL
● How to assess the impact of PBL
● How to assess student work
● How to keep students motivated
● How to facilitate rather than to solve the problem for the student.
● The learning-killing effects of exams
● The importance of evaluating your own teaching as you move forwards
● The importance of coaching rather than teaching
Overview of the activity
1. Identifying common challenges
2. Group work to respond to challenges
3. Interviews on challenges

Introduction to this part of the programme
After the previous session we felt that the group had started searching for some common design principles,
having recognized that the modules that they were separately designing had to resemble one-another. Our
aim for this session was for the participants to identify common challenges they saw for themselves in
creating PBL-based modules, and to then spend some time working in small groups to work out ways to
overcome these challenges. The idea was that these challenge areas and the responses developed could be
a concrete set of design principles for the group, helping them to move forward.
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3.1 Identifying common challenges
Oliver asked participants to write down on separate post-it notes different challenges they saw for
themselves in creating PBL-modules. They stuck these notes on the wall and Oliver looked for possible
unifying themes behind the different challenges.
Oliver then wrote down five unifying themes above the post-it notes and asked the participants to move
their post-it notes under the headings to which they thought their challenge best related. If anyone felt their
challenge didn’t correspond to one of these headings, they could move them to a miscellany category; they
were also allowed to rewrite their challenge to make it better fit one of the headings.
The five challenge topics were:
● How to use the online platform to facilitate PBL
● How to assess the impact of PBL
● How to assess student work
● How to keep students motivated
● How to facilitate rather than solve the problem for the student.
[Insert photo of gathered tasks]
Oliver asked the participants to form small groups, each of which was to tackle one of these challenges. If
any one of the challenges was not taken up by the groups, then the challenge was to be understood as not
important enough for the group members to spend time on.
3.2 Group work to respond to challenges
The groups then spent one hour considering these challenges and collaborating to develop possible solutions.
They were asked to upload their solutions to a shared Google Drive folder to provide a common reference
for everyone in the group.
3.3 Interviews on common challenges
Søren led this session in which he interviewed each of the groups to hear the key ideas they had about how
to deal with their challenges.
Facilitation
The facilitation style was similar to the guided plenary method described section 3 except with more
challenge from the facilitator, who in this instance was deliberately drawing more on his role as a subjectmatter expert to help move the participants forwards:
● The interviewee was asked to describe the key ideas they had to overcome the challenge
● Søren summarized the key ideas and reacted to them, pushing the participants a bit further if he felt
there was more they could think about or if they could be more precise in their thinking.
● Søren then asked the audience to share any ideas they had had in response to hearing what the
interviewees had said.
● Oliver captured the key ideas of the interviewees, interviewer and audience on a flip chart to create
a record of the discussion.
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Technique: Guided plenary with subject-matter expert
This technique builds on the Guided Plenary technique already described; however, here the facilitator uses
more of his or her subject-matter expertise to guide the questioning. If the facilitator feels the learner is
dodging an issue, or missing a key point, he will push the learner to explore that area through questioning.
Session records (Oliver’s flipchart points)
Re: Assessment
● Use formative assessment. At the end of the day ask the participants to write 2-3 bullets about what they
have learnt.
● Be explicit with students. Say this is an experiment and, as trainer, we want feedback. Explain this is risky
because students are used to being spoon-fed the learning outcomes rather than having to find things
out for themselves.
● Students should give each other peer-to-peer assessment in teams.
Plenary
● Søren: For who’s benefits are they being assessed?
● Andri: We should also get non-PBL students and lecturers to assess the outputs.
● Stelios: Really it should be an assessment of their reflection skills and not of their outputs.
● Søren: Beware of the learning-killing effects of exams.
Re: Measure PBL effectiveness
[No key ideas were identified so we went directly into guided plenary]
Plenary
● Søren: Do you have a measuring yardstick?
● Andri: We will measure their outputs against real engineers’ outputs
● Søren: How are you going to measure PBL?
● Andri: There is the technical quality and soft skills quality. We will have questionnaires to ask for feedback
on PBL topics. We need to design these questionnaires as part of the module design.
● Andri: Can the companies spot any differences between these interns and regularly-trained engineers.
● Panos: We are going to assess their approach.
● Andri: We have to stay in touch as we deliver the modules and say what is working, In other words we
need to reflect on our teaching to assess its effectiveness.
Re: Facilitating PBL without solving it for them
● I’m not a facilitator, I’m a tutor
● If I’m going to teach this subject I feel I must know the topic.
● Tutor should show how similar problems have been solved without showing students how to solve the
actual problems.
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Plenary
● Søren (to Nikos who has produced the material): This is how your world is, but is this how our PBL
modules should work?
● Panos: In a PBL context I shall see myself not as a content expert, but simply as the one running the
course
● Andri: Nikos is worried he won’t have all the answers. But when interacting in real life, we don’t always
have the answer.
● Christina: Nikos represents the challenge we have in getting academics to teach industrial courses. This
is our problem because we will have to persuade other academics too.
● Yiannis: The approach in this training course, where you haven’t given us a template, is an example of
how to facilitate without knowing beforehand how to solve the problem.
● Stelios: we need to think of ourselves as coaches. We are not on the playing field ourselves.
Re: How to use the online platform to support PBL
● We could include a video about what is the PBL process. Contribution to motivation
● The problem to be solved could be presented in a multimedia way.
● Provide engineers with some background resources to help students fill in their gaps.
● Forum for discussion among students. A private space for that module.
● A public space for people to communicate between different modules.
● A google doc for each classroom where everyone contributes to a learning log.
● Assessment instruments: use Google forms.
● A place for a group reflective log.
● A space for instructors to interact.
Re: How to keep up participant motivation?
● Explain to the students what the PBL procedure is about. Explain it is a simulation of the real learning
environment.
● Provide practical examples from industry - ‘this is the real stuff you will face’
● Have visiting professionals that can say this context is real and important.
Plenary
● Nikos: it is hard to keep students motivated.
● Søren: Have we [Oliver and Søren] kept a high level of motivation in this course?
● Andri: I see students being motivated when they are doing projects they care about, and being
completely unmotivated when I set the same students my own problems.
● Panos: I was highly motivated in my master’s when I set my own project
● Søren: if the students don’t move then I can’t start my teaching.
● Yianns: important element is the motivation of the trainers. They must believe PBL can work.
● Søren: a very motivating thing for Oliver and me is that we don’t know how to do this training - which is
why we have to work hard.
● Andri: we have to have the confidence to let them work on their own.
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●

Oliver: instructors need to be aware of what behaviors which might demotivate the learners. I think we
all have knowledge about what demotivates

Reflections on this part
In this part of the programme we see the participants really coming together to start to form their own rules.
These are their own rules, not ours. The mood feels very productive.
We felt at this time the group is ready to move over to ‘Joint Experimentation’ in which they start to lead the
way.
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4.0 Joint experimentation
About this section
In this fifth part of the process:
● The participants move into Joint experimentation mode
● They work on developing their own modules
● They call on Søren to provide expertise where needed.
Techniques demonstrated:
● Joint experimentation
● Setting an umbrella problem
● Effective reporting
Key topics that are surfaced:
● You may identify a problem to work with which won’t be the ‘end problem’. But still it may serve as
a good starting point
● Facilitators can dampen learners’ work by setting them boring templates to work with.
● Ultimately, problem-based learning shows learners they can learn anything and teachers they can
teach anything
●
Overview of the activity
1. Initial briefing
2. Joint experimentation
3. Interview with an expert

4.1 Initial briefing from Oliver
“Yesterday you started establish a group understanding of how you wanted to take this programme forwards.
So far we have been setting the agenda, working in a ‘Follow Me’ style. Now you have more confidence as a
group we’d like you to start setting the agenda. We will leave things to you, and if you need our help we will
follow you. This is called ‘Joint Experimentation’”
4.2 Joint Experimentation
In this work session the group was leading itself. Søren was observing. Søren noticed that some participants
spent time helping Nikos make his module design more PBL-like
4.3 Interview an expert
After several hours of self-led work the participants said they wanted to hear Søren’s view on their work from
his perspective as a PBL expert.
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Technique: expert interview
I think it is worth saying something here about how you go about transmitting information to the group from
the position of an expert

The following is a selective transcript of a conversation between the participants and Søren.
Discussion transcription
On Umbrella problems:
Søren: Problem formulation is absolutely key.
Panos: when should we give them the umbrella problem?
Søren: It depends. If you sincerely believe your umbrella problem sounds exciting enough to motivate them,
just like that, give it early, and possibly on-line. If you fear it will sound a bit boring, give it face-to-face. Faceto-face allows you to express more passion and have more motivating dialogue back and forth with the
students.
Andri: The key point is that we now agree all modules should start with our presenting an umbrella problem,
or problem area to the students. We then ask students to focus on specific problems within the umbrella
that they want to focus on.
Søren: The problem formulation is all important, but it can change all the time. For example, one particular
problem may not sound interesting as an end problem, but still, it may be efficient for getting the learning
process started. A problem statement – in fact any well-owned problem statement can help students select
information from the vast array of information available. The final problem statement may not emerge until
the 11th hour. That’s OK, as long as you have a starting point to focus your options. All the while during the
process you may re-evaluate the effectiveness of your existing problem statement as learning driver.
PBL-based learning is driven by searching activity, but you always have to a search with intention. Your
present problem statement defines that intention. At the same time, search processes may have unexpected
results, you end up in places unexpected. There is always a tension between your intention and what
actually happens. That’s good. Looking at the unexpected is a source of learning. “OK, reality wasn’t
functioning quite the way we expected.” You can’t always pose the right question to start with, but you
have to pose a question to guide you. The more precise your question, the more you may learn from
reality’s feedback. Fuzzy questions produce fuzzy feedback. Precise questions make your learning sharper,
even if, eventually, they turn out not to be the ‘right’ questions.
Andri: I like the idea of the umbrella, and the idea of people finding their own problem within it.
Søren: The triangle of learning domains [must be drawn and put into the text] has three corners: person,
context, theory. Problems become interesting as a function of the way they relate to one of, or a combination
of these factors.
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Person

Context

Theory

Our job is to make students enthusiastic, but also structured learners. So when you guide them, think, and
ask them about what significant links may exist between their questions or problem statements and the three
triangle corners. Which are their personal motivations? - Their practically or professionally oriented
motivations? - Their motivations connected with gaining a fuller understanding?
Panos: There is not a specific way to define a problem?
Stelios: The important thing is to create motivating problems.
Andri: The important thing is to have them to come up with problem statements that suit them, match their
interests.
On writing reports
Yiannis: The problem statement gives them a mission that inspires their work. What is also expected of them
is to create a technical report. Each group will develop its own tech report. The report shall tell about problem
solutions in a language adapted to specific supply chains, i.e. target groups.
Søren: As a tutor I find it very important to help students compose the report that optimally matches the
results of their inquiry. I sometimes hear students tell me that other tutors, my colleagues, have simply given
them some standard report template. “Good academic reports are written in this manner.” Personally, I don’t
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like such a tutoring practice. PBL is about putting the student in charge. The more your attention becomes
focused on following general rules, fixed once and for all by the system, the less you are in charge. That holds
not only for inquiry processes, but also for reporting inquiry results. In form and composition, the report shall
be a reflection of what their actual findings. In the ENGINITE context a video might serve as the best way for
students to tell others about their results. If one communication channel doesn’t fit the output specified,
then help them find a channel that works better. And further, if your report writing simply consists in filling
in a template, the result is often very boring. One thing that students quote me saying is ‘I don’t want to be
bored by what you write’. It is boring for me when people are formulaic. The more their report makes me
feel excited, the more I feel sure they’ve been through some significant learning.
Stelios: I think the value criterion that should guide us has to do with their being stretched or not. Is what
they are doing stretchy enough?
Søren: To me, that’s a good way of putting it. But then I’ll also add one sobering comment. All these ideas
about stretching, taking charge, “rule-following dampens creativity”, etc., have to be used with pedagogical
tact. Context is always all-important. As a tutor, and more experienced outsider, you will often be wiser
than the students, but you may be too wild for them. Never forget you’re a facilitator, not simply a – new –
dictator. The Joint experimentation mode must always override the Follow me mode. Students who simply
start following your rules instead of ‘system’ rules are not in charge. When you’ve had your say, the student
chooses. These are very delicate balances.
On module design
Andri: I want to try and summarize my general understanding of the module designs we shall work out. On
the first day, we shall help them identify a first version of problem, to get them started. As facilitators we
help them find an appropriate way to write it up.
On day 2 we help them find appropriate knowledge resources. The following days we apply the various
methods you have been showing us to help them develop their ideas. On the final day, we help them reflect
on what they have learnt.
Søren: You remember, this morning we said now we move from Follow me to Joint experimentation. When
you give them the umbrella problem it is Follow me. “I am your instructor and I am certain this problem will
give you good energy as a general learning context.” Then you have to decide how much basic knowledge
platform they need in order to get started. The Platform is also Follow me. Yet when the students are set
free (Joint experimentation) they may supplement it, use it in a very selective manner, etc.
For every module the amount of platform you need will be different. When presenting the innovation
module, you, Christina, said students would already know a lot about innovation; therefore, no need for a
lot of theory. Whereas you, Nikos, feel that when it comes to supply chain management, students will need
a broad knowledge platform as their starting point.
The important thing is to be clear about who is in the lead. Who is following who. You start by making it clear
to the students that they have to listen to what you tell them. You are the expert, and they shall sense that
you give them this particular Umbrella and this particular Platform because you know your business as far as
the course theme is concerned. Later you tell them, that from now on leadership gets reversed. You’ve done
and said your thing, good discussions have ensued, but from now on my job is to follow you. Call me in when
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you need me, but I won’t take action before you ask me to do so. This is the general idea. And as is the case
with all general ideas, they have to modified in the light of what happens. Like when, earlier on, Oliver and I
had our crisis and decided we must prolong the Follow me phase of this course since you didn’t seem ready
for Joint experimentation.
Whenever you set them free you should always be available for help.
Nikos: I think you knew from the beginning where we would be by now in this course.
Søren: I had broad ideas about where we were heading, and till now those ideas haven’t been completely
squashed, which is why I’m still here. On the other hand, all through our process I and Oliver have continually
been changing our plans. We change plans because we see the changes as means of changing you in
accordance with the stated goals. This course is meant as a vehicle for pushing you into another form than
the one you brought along with you. So, on the one hand, I stay with the hope of achieving a certain type of
end result. Exactly how that end result shall be achieved I cannot know beforehand. Through your being the
way you are, you are continually teaching me, i.e. giving me ideas about how I shall act as a teacher. Yet,
what precise learning you draw from this process we’ve had together, I cannot know. Ultimately, we are
teaching people to learn anything, I am teaching you to teach anything
On the metaphor standing leg / moving leg
Søren: Our aim is to create movement, to make you move yourselves. Walking is one simple, well-known
way of moving. Walking happens through a collaboration between your standing leg and your moving leg.
Your standing leg symbolizes where you are. Your moving leg symbolizes the learner’s movement towards
some new position. A person with two legs standing doesn’t move. A person with no leg standing has no
grounding. As facilitator you have to create some security platform for the standing leg so that the learner
feels reasonably comfortable about moving the other leg. In this course we created this platform with the
Follow Me part. At a certain point you were set free to find out how to move your leg.
Panos: Is there a discrepancy between the PBL method and the lecturers setting topics?
Søren: No, if the lecturer has a reasoned belief that the learners must know about the lecture topic in order
to get started or get on. But exactly what they need to know within the topic area is for the learners
themselves to discover.
But in a PBL setting, lecturing is also risky. Lecturing puts the teacher, not the student in the talking position.
A statement put forward by a number of deep-thinking social scientists runs like this: “It is only after you
have talked that you know what you think.” PBL facilitators must, ideally speaking, give to their students the
chance to talk a lot, thereby enabling them to find out what they think. Talking helps them become
acquainted with their standing leg. It also helps you to become acquainted with their thinking. So don’t just
tell them things because you happen to know them. But put questions to them – as we’ve done in this course
through our interviewing. Let their talk inform you about what is important for them, why and how.
Yiannis: Let’s think about us: How we were feeling when we started this training. And now, how do we all
feel? Are we willing to take more risks with our teaching?
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Panos: I am still nervous, but I am also willing to take risks.
Oliver: Remember, this whole ENGINITE project is about searching for well-functioning ENGINITE modules.
Our job is to develop pilot modules and then try them out. We may in fact tell our students that not only
they, but we, too, are experimenting. All this is risky business. Not developing a pilot, i.e. starting teaching as
if we knew exactly how to do it, would be even more risky.
Trainers’ reflections on where the group is right now
In section 1.2 Søren is quoted for saying that it doesn’t seem natural for pedagogical institutions to think of
themselves as organizations. One way to describe the participants’ mental movement from the start of the
course till now is that they no longer view themselves as a collection of autonomous individuals, each seeking
individual guidance, but rather as a small project organization with a shared task (problem) to solve. This
project organization is, further, made up of a number of sub-teams, each with responsibility for designing
one or a few ENGINITE modules. In this way the group may be said to mimic what Søren earlier (p. 23)
described as ‘ministry thinking’.
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